
Resilient financial planning 

Those who stick to their carefully-thought-
out financial plans will inevitably be in 
better shape to ride out market volatility. 
Furthermore, those close to retirement may 
have already benefited by having their 
pension fund ‘lifestyled’, which 
automatically switches funds into safer 
assets such as cash, gilts and bonds

Keep on course

Making decisions based on what is 
happening in the short-term can be a very 
risky thing to do, with the potential to lock 
in any losses you have incurred. Pensions 
are long-term investments, so for younger 
investors, there should be plenty of time 
for markets to recover and pension pots to 
achieve the necessary growth before 
retirement income is needed. 

For those closer to retirement, it is a good 
idea to review your pension pot alongside 
other savings and investments to get a full 
picture of your financial situation. 

Funds for later life

An increasingly popular option to consider 
is that of a staggered retirement, where 
you continue to work part-time before 
giving up work completely. With people 
living longer, to ensure your pension lasts 
as long as you do, this trend provides for 
greater flexibility and preserves retirement 
funds into later life.

Financial advice is key

Recent months have seen an increased 
demand for professional financial advice. 
It has never been more important to get 
sound advice to keep your retirement plans 
firmly on track. 

Here to help

If you are concerned about the impact of 
the pandemic on your retirement plans, 
You can contact me. I can review your 
options and tailor make plans specifically 
to your individual needs.

Personal taxation

taxationThe National Insurance threshold is 
£9,500 and the Personal Allowance 
remains the same as last year, at £12,500.

Pensions

The Annual Allowance for pensions is 
£40,000 and begins to taper (to a minimum 
of £4,000) for those who have an income 
above £240,000.

The Lifetime Allowance – the maximum 
amount you can have in a pension over a 
lifetime – has increased to £1,073,100.

From April, the new single-tier State 
Pension has risen to £175.20 per week and 
the older basic State Pension increased to 
£134.25 per week.

Savings

The annual amount you can save into a 
JISA (Junior Individual Savings Account) or 
Child Trust Fund has increased 
substantially, from £4,368 to £9,000. 
The ISA (Individual Savings Account) 
allowance, including the Lifetime ISA 
allowance if used, is £20,000.

Inheritance Tax (IHT)

The current IHT nil-rate threshold is 
£325,000 for individuals and £650,000 for 
a married couple or civil partners. Beyond 
these thresholds, IHT is usually payable at 
a rate of 40%. The main residence nil-rate 
band, which may apply if you leave your 
main residence to a direct descendant, is 
£175,000.

Planning pays

I can advise you on taking sensible steps 
to reduce the amount of tax you pay, on 
the path to achieving your financial goals.
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Keeping on 
track for 
your 
retirement

2020/21 – 
Know your 
numbers

Recent stock market volatility may 
have made you anxious about your 
pension, particularly if you are 
nearing retirement, but it is 
important to consider the wider 
picture to keep your plans on track.

Here are a few figures worth 
knowing in 2020–21 to help 
maximise your tax allowances 
and exemptions:

Making decisions based on 
what is happening in the 
short-term can be a very 
risky thing to do, with the 
potential to lock in any 
losses you have 
incurred.
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